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ENOVAX CELEBRATES LUNAR NEW YEAR AS A BIG 
FAMILY
As Enovax is now part of a big family under the PUC Umbrella, 
naturally when it comes to the annual celebration of the Lunar New 
Year, it becomes a huge family affair. With our multi-national staff and 
diverse ethnic groups in PUC in Singapore (Enovax, Pictureworks and 
PUC Singapore),  the joy and significance become more profound 
this year as we gathered on Wednesday, 28 February 2018 to partake 
in the festive merry-making.

This year, a pair of Southern lions came prancing with vigor and 
vitality into our office in VERTEX. Accompanied by the popular God 
of Wealth and a full complement of drums, cymbals and pugilistic 
crew,  the roaring lions “blessed” our entire office – much to the 

delight of all staff and onlookers. There were much jubilation and 
excitement till the crescendo gradually subsided when the lions 
departed, leaving the auspicious numbers “7172” for punters to 
bet their luck.

“LO HEI” (also commonly known as “Yu Shen” which is Tossing of 
Raw Fish Salad for abundance of Good Luck and a Bountiful year 
of Harvest) was enjoyed by  management and staff at Jumbo 
Restaurant. CEO Erwin Foo took the opportunity to thank all staff 
for a productive year and wished greater prosperity for all as we 
go forward in 2018.

Birthdays - Occasions to rejoice

ENOVAX Management believes that celebrating staff birthdays as a 
form of bonding is just as important as working together in harmony 
for greater success. Group dynamism is a corporate culture that the 
company consciously advocate to promote closer ties among the 
multi nationals and ethnic mix of ENOVAX employees. 

Throughout the year, staff birthdays are occasions to gather in 
the office conference room to sing birthday songs (in  different 

languages), make wishes and cut cakes which come in a variety of 
shapes, sizes, colors and flavors.

Reflected here are Birthday celebratory photographs taken in 
different months of  the year as management and staff congregated 
to celebrate and rejoice.



ENOVAX HELPING “PRESTO” MAKE AN IMPRESSION “PRESTO” THEMED LUNAR NEW YEAR COLLATERALS 

As an extension of PUC’s efforts in promoting PRESTO, the company 
took advantage of the festive period to leverage on its visibility 
building initiative by  introducing a series of special PRESTO themed 
collaterals.

Creatively designed to reflect the vibrancy of this software product, 
the collaterals feature the “bunny” as the central theme of a series of 
six “Good Luck” couplets  with auspicious wishes like :  Fatten Up Your 
Wallet ; Keep The Money Rolling  In ; Big Juicy Fortune ; Be Blooming 
Rich ; Buckets of Fortune ; and Earn  From Little work.

The Lunar New Year celebration series include Red Packets (aka 
Ang Pows) in  the design of the PRESTO “Bunny” with pointed 
ears in an active and alert mode. Completing the entire publicity 
package is a mini wall poster of the “Bunny”  surrounded by gold 
coins which represent prosperity and abundance.

Produced for distribution specially for the Lunar New Year 
celebrations, these collaterals were well received by consumers, 
marketers and industry players  alike, signaling the popularity of 
PRESTO in Malaysia.

From the word “Go”, ENOVAX was in full control of the production 
proceedings as our IT Team zoomed into full gear and focused on 
successfully delivering PRESTO (a proprietary social media marketing 
and e-wallet platform) to PUC Berhad, our parent company and 
commercial owner of PRESTO.

Despite the tight dead line to meet the official launch date, our 
Enovax Team, led by our General Manager Ng Wei Ching, diligently 
raced to the finishing line in style and Enovax brand of efficiency. All 
systems were in top form on the launch date on 13 December 2017 in 
Kuala Lumpur and PRESTO made an impressive debut.

PRESTO, a software innovation specially developed by ENOVAX, has 
taken off with much pomp and pageantry, and is steadily gaining 
recognition and acceptance in the market since its official launch. 
This FinTech product is the first in a series of innovative proprietary 
products that generates maximum returns and rewards to users 
and marketers via the power of the social media.

Captured here are some images and memories of PRESTO launch 
in Malaysia and the fanfare and excitement that prevailed amongst 
PUC management, stakeholders and industry players.

Introducing our New Solution Manager

In recent months at ENOVAX, we have expanded our Team of IT Professionals to handle the influx of 
new projects secured, in addition to our existing clients’ business requirements and our parent, PUC’s 
range of software & digital products which we develop.  Amongst our new recruits is Alan Qu Hui.

Now a Singapore Citizen, Alan Qu Hui originally hailed from Xi’an, Shaanxi Province, China. He joined 
ENOVAX as a Solution Manger on 12 September 2017 after an illustrious IT career  that spans 9 years in 
major companies like NCS Pte Ltd, IDA Singapore and NTUC Income.

Alan is no stranger to Singapore.  As a young man, Alan crossed into our Island Republic to pursue 
his tertiary education which culminated in attaining his Bachelor of Engineering in Electrical and 
Electronic Engineering (with second-class honors) from Nanyang Technological University in 2008 and 
his Master of Technology in Software Engineering from the National University of Singapore (Institute 
of System Science) in 2013.

He commenced his IT Profession as a Consultant (Application) in NCS before moving on to IDA Singapore as an Application Team Lead where 
he was seconded to the Ministry of Manpower (MOM) Information Systems & Technology Department to work on a special system integration 
project. Alan’s rich work experience includes special assignment at Ministry of Health (MOH), Hospital projects, Financial and Budgeting system, 
Consultancy Services, Presales and Solutioning, and Personal excellence – all key skills set relevant to ENOVAX’s business scope.

Prior to becoming a member of ENOVAX’s strong IT Team, Alan Qu was the Application Solution Manager at NTUC Income, responsible for the 
company’s core health insurance system.


